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I. Answer the questions briefly :

1 What is meant by segmental allopollploidy ?

Z Explain Down,s syndrome.

3 What are IS elements ?

4 What is meant by eTL mapping ?

E Explain random genetic drift .

6 Comment on MINITAB.
7 Explain LSD.

8 what is meant by Type r and tlpe Ir error in tests of hypothesis ?9 Write an account of Golden rice.
10 What is meant by quarantine ?

11 What is the importance of male sterility in plants ?
12 What is meant by poisson distribution ?
13 What are fmpression ?

14 What is meant by Neo-Darwinism ?

Part B
(14 x 1= tr4weightage)

IL Answer a\y seuen questions' Each answer not exceeding 100 words. Each question carries 2weightage:

15 Write notes on chromosome micro-dissection and micro-cloning.
16 Exp,rio the structure of Lampbrush chromosomes with diagrams.17 eomment on Reterotransposons and its morecurar characteristics.
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18 Explain cytoplasmic male steritity.

19 Write a note on Tlansgenic plints.

20 Comment on the genetic basis of heterosis and inbreeding depression,

2L Explain correlation and regression.

22..Write an account of collection of data.

23. .Write notes on evidences from physiology and Biochemistry in evolution.

24 Explain the origin of split genes and the splicing mechanism. 
,

PartC 
(7x2 l4weightage)

UI. Answer any two questions. Each answer not exceeding 300 words. Each question carries 4'
weightage:

25 Write an essay 
1n_chromosomal 

aberrations. Add a note on their significrnce.

26 Explain geneticrecombination and mappiag of genes in Bacteria.

Z7 Describe the importance of mutagens and mutagenesis in plant breeding.

' 28 write an essay on measures of dispersion' 
(2 x 4= g weightage)


